Analysis of eye-tracking data in marketing research has traditionally relied upon regions of interest (ROIs) methodology or the use of heatmaps . Clear disadvantages exist for both methods . Addressing this gap, the current research applies spatiotemporal scan statistics to the analysis and visualisation of eye tracking data . Results of a sample experiment using anthropomorphic car faces demonstrate several advantages provided by the new method . In contrast to traditional approaches, scan statistics provide a means to scan eye tracking data automatically in space and time with differing gaze clusters, with results able to be comprehensively visualised and statistically assessed .
Introduction
Marketing research using eye tracking methods is broad . Recent growth in the use of these methods has been driven by tremendous technological advancements in eye tracking equipment with resultant adoption by a wide range of researchers and practitioners (Duchowski 2002) . Various methods have been used to analyse eye tracking data, but most procedures rely upon traditional eye tracking metrics (Duchowski 2007) , such as the number of fixations calculated for regions of interest (ROIs) that are superimposed on the stimulus .
Although often used in marketing research, there are various concerns associated with the use of ROIs that must be considered . In particular, ROIs must be defined a priori (which often proves difficult) . As such, specification of ROIs can often be arbitrary and may not be directly grounded in the literature . Further, subregions included within an ROI might add noise to the gaze measures acquired (see Heller et al . 2006) . Of greater concern is that the ROI might not account for what was actually perceived by the viewer; rather ROIs merely capture whether an observer looks directly at the location where the experimenter expects him or her to look . While one approach -the heatmap technique (e .g . Pomplun et al. 1996; Wooding 2002 ) -has been developed to address this latter concern, the lack of a statistical criterion for heatmaps has reduced the use of the tool to illustrative purposes in research .
The aim of the current research is to illustrate some of the critical concerns with ROI-based methods, and to develop a new approach that allows for a data-driven identification of eye tracking point clusters in space and time . This new method allows for hypotheses testing and a unique approach to data visualisation . Our paper begins with a short review of recent research in marketing that has employed eye tracking methodology . Next, a review of traditional techniques for analysing eye tracking data using ROIs is provided, along with a discussion of methodological concerns with such approaches . After introducing a new analytical method for eye tracking data based on spatiotemporal scan statistics, an experiment is reported that uses automobile car face stimuli to compare ROI-based analysis and scan statistics . The implications of our research for eye tracking methodology and product design are provided .
Theoretical background

Eye tracking in marketing
Eye tracking methodology has been employed in marketing research and related fields using stimuli ranging from packaging and the design of product labels to advertising in various forms of media . An overview of eye tracking research in relevant, top-tier marketing journals is provided in Table 1 . Numerous works have been published, many with a strong practical focus . For example, Bojko et al . (2005) used eye tracking methods to examine consumers' visual gaze behaviour when selecting products with different drug labels . Similarly, Bix et al . (2009) employed eye tracking data to examine viewing time spent on warning statements and other regions of drug packaging . Eye tracking methods have also been employed in online marketing to address the optimisation of information placement in search engines (Cutrell & Guan 2007) , prediction of salient areas in web pages (Yesilada et al . 2008; Buscher et al. 2009) , and the assessment of banner ads by investigating the banner blindness phenomenon (Hervet et al . 2010) . Other recently published work has demonstrated the benefits from combining eye tracking data with established measures in marketing, as in the case of choice tasks (Shao et al. 2008; Meißner & Decker 2010) . Moreover, work presented in industry settings, such as the ESOMAR conferences, illustrates the implementation of eye tracking in other contexts, like shelf testing (Hamaekers & Laan 2011) and placement of advertisements in real-life situations (Thomas-Smith & Barnett 2010) , suggesting a widespread use of eye tracking technologies in proprietary research as well . Overall, there is a strong tradition and increasing interest in using eye tracking methods to enhance our understanding of various marketing topics .
Traditional eye tracking data analysis with regions of interest
The most common eye tracking analysis techniques are based on regions of interest (Duchowski 2002) . The widespread use of ROIs is clearly illustrated in Table 1 , with nearly all studies using these eye tracking methods . This situation is not surprising since the use of ROIs is straightforward and ROI analysis is typically available in standard software packages .
ROI-based methods are used for analysing patterns in eye tracking data regarding specific areas of a stimulus, such as the total gaze duration on a specific element of the advertisement (see Pieters & Wedel 2007) . In ROI analysis, geometric forms are defined by the experimenter based on theoretical considerations and drawn around specific parts of a visual stimulus (see Duchowski 2007) . Classical eye tracking metrics (e .g . the total gaze duration) are then calculated from these regions and most often tested against one another by using complex statistical models . The shapes of ROIs are often rectangles that are drawn either tightly (see Chandon et al . 2009) or loosely (see Brasel & Gips 2008) around the visual areas of interest . While prior research has often relied upon classical eye tracking metrics based on ROIs, there are at least three limitations that researchers need to consider when using these tools .
First, data quality is closely related to how ROIs are defined and therefore highly dependent upon the researcher's definition of them . For example, a certain ROI might consist of subregions that behave in opposing manners to the overall ROI, but remain unnoticed . Moreover, such areas within the ROI unrelated to the experimental manipulation might add noise to the underlying signal (see Heller et al . 2006) . Thus, misspecification and/or variability in defining ROIs clearly, threatens the reliability and generalisability of eye tracking results . Even worse, the exact definition of the ROIs remains rather unspecified in most academic works . The particular form of an ROI (e .g . the width and any potential overlap with other ROIs) then can only be guessed by the reader . Still, for a reliable interpretation of reported effects and replication by other researchers, this type of knowledge is necessary . A second concern with ROI analysis involves how recorded no-gaze points are handled . While traditional ROI methods do not consider such data points, one cannot assume that the viewer did not observe the object simply because no gaze point was recorded . For example, in one advertising study, participants remembered advertisements that they had not actively looked at (Kuisma et al . 2010) , which suggests that peripheral perception mechanisms are also at work, in accordance with physical characteristics of the human eye (see Irwin 1992) . The pure vicinity of a gaze point to an ROI might thus be sufficient . The use of ROIs as a decision criterion in eye tracking research, however, does not account for this and might lead to false conclusions . Such a focal area bias is even more likely to occur when ROIs are tightly fitted around a specific stimulus feature .
The third and perhaps most important limitation of ROI analysis is that its effects can be discovered only if they have been previously hypothesised by the researcher . Unexpected effects are unlikely to be identified, unless they exist within the predetermined ROI . While, at first glance, this may not seem a limitation, there is little doubt that details about the viewer's perception and attention are likely to be missed with ROI analysis . In particular, high amounts of data reduction associated with ROI analysis may distort conclusions drawn from the data and may overlook important physiological details . In other words, ROI analysis focuses on whether one's gaze falls into predefined regions, rather than examining what the user actually sees within the region . Such a constraint suggests that ROI analysis may actually miss the central benefit of eye tracking methods in research (see Pomplun et al . 1996) . This final limitation is true for practically all studies that rely solely on ROI-based eye tracking data analysis and has in part led to the development of heatmaps (which have had strong appeal to marketing research practitioners; Bojko 2009) .
In summary, there are clear limitations associated with the use of ROI as the basis of eye tracking methodology . Despite these limitations, and as noted before, ROI analysis is heavily used by researchers in marketing and other fields . Given the increasing use of eye tracking methods by marketing practitioners and researchers, an alternate method that addresses the previously noted concerns would be useful .
Spatiotemporal scan statistics: an alternative eye tracking data analysis
The primary goal of the current research is to develop a new method for analysing eye tracking data . Before doing so, we provide a summary of a related (but distinct) approach to visualising such data . Heatmaps or attentional landscapes, as first proposed by Pomplun et al . (1996) , were developed to resolve some of the issues associated with ROIs by visualising what the viewer actually sees . Heatmaps approximate the human field of vision by drawing Gaussian distributions around registered gaze points, summing them up, and colouring or blurring the particular heights of the resulting map .
Heatmaps visualise complex eye tracking data in an intuitive and visually compelling way and thus enjoy widespread use in practical eye tracking research (e .g . Hamaekers & Laan 2011) . There is at least one notable limitation to heatmaps (Bojko 2009 ), namely the lack of any statistical criterion associated with the technique . This limitation makes it difficult to use this tool in quantitative research and often relegates the use of this technique to data visualisation . Therefore, researchers interested in testing theory are left in a difficult position, given that heatmaps do not provide any mechanism for testing hypotheses, and metrics based on ROI analysis might bias results due to the previously detailed concerns . In the current research, we address this situation by introducing an entirely new approach to analysing eye tracking data that makes use of spatiotemporal scan statistics .
Scan statistics are widely used in epidemiological research to identify disease clusters along a temporal dimension and in geographical space at the same time (see Kulldorff et al . 1998) . While scan statistics are not explicitly limited to the analysis of epidemiological data (Kulldorff 1997) , use in other contexts is rare . Cluster-based scan statistics have been used successfully to analyse fMRI data and were introduced as an alternative to traditional voxel-by-voxel analysis (see Heller et al . 2006) . The application of these statistics to eye tracking data has never been tested, even though the implementation in this context is promising .
Applying the scan statistic to data assumes that a point process can account for the distribution of previously observed data, such as the Bernoulli model . In a typical epidemiological use of the technique, a researcher observes a population of people that live in a specific geographical space, and records disease information for those people for a certain period of time . A typical research question is whether a specific disease occurred more often in particular regions of the area (e .g . in big cities, near rivers), or to a particular point in time (e .g . summertime or winter), or both (see Kulldorff et al . 1998) . The spatiotemporal scan statistic provides an answer to this question by calculating a likelihood ratio for several regions of the test space, indicating whether the probability of getting a disease is higher (or lower) in the particular region than expected under the null hypothesis, or not . The scan statistic automatically tests many different regions within the space (both geographically and temporally), which is usually done by a circular scanning window that systematically roams around the test space, varying in size to identify large, as well as smaller, regions with differing probabilities . The researcher can define specific boundaries for the scanning window, such as a maximum window size . From a more technical perspective, random binary counts are approximated by the Bernoulli model, with particular probabilities for the occurrence of cases (individuals with a disease) and non-cases (healthy individuals, respectively) . Finally, a likelihood ratio statistic is calculated and significance is evaluated with Monte Carlo simulation (Kulldorff 1997) .
The spatiotemporal scan statistic can be applied to eye tracking data since the data structure is similar to that of the data used in epidemiological research . In a typical marketing setting (e .g . where stimuli are systematically varied in terms of feature set), gaze points observed under a particular experimental (or baseline) condition are treated as non-cases, while points observed under another experimental variation are treated as cases . Based on the observed eye tracking data, the probability of a gaze point being a case can thus be calculated for a certain region in space; a similar procedure can be conducted for the area outside of that region . Under the null hypothesis, one would assume that cases occur randomly and thus roughly equally often inside a certain region of the whole observation area than outside that region . While, under the alternative hypothesis, the probabilities would differ . From the observed data (observed cases inside and outside a particular region), a likelihood for each region can be calculated, indicating regions where the number of observed cases differs highly from the expected amount and the probabilities are therefore likely to differ . This procedure is applied to the whole study region by moving around a scanning window that systematically varies in space and time . The window also varies in size as it moves across the eye tracking data plane, so that for all points all possible window sizes are tested (a feature that is convenient for eye tracking data given that the ROI definition may be problematical) . As noted earlier, the likelihood ratio statistic is calculated from this process and significance is evaluated via a Monte Carlo simulation process (Kulldorff 1997) . Table 2 provides a summary of the key differences between the traditional ROI analysis and the scan statistic .
In the current research, the scan statistic is applied to perception of car face designs that systematically vary in terms of design features . Of course, this procedure could be applied to other marketing research contexts -for example, when testing product labels or shelf configurations . Prior to reporting the results of the study, a brief overview of this emerging research topic is provided to equip the reader with the necessary background knowledge .
Experiment
Anthropomorphism in product and car design
Anthropomorphism -the tendency of people to apply human traits to non-living objects -is emerging as an important design principle that can make products more (or less) appealing and recognisable to customers Öhman et al. 2001 ) that should be measurable with eye tracking protocols . In particular, some studies suggest that threatening faces are processed more accurately and faster than friendly faces, which is often explained with theories on biological preparedness (e .g . Öhman et al . 2001) . In accordance with these theories, there is evidence from research on phobics that threatening stimuli are fixated on more rapidly, yet avoided in the longer term (Rinck & Becker 2006) . Finally, other recent research using eye tracking methods has demonstrated that car faces are looked at in a way comparable to human faces, pointing to the predominant role of headlights (Windhager et al . 2010) . Building on these foundations, it is expected that people will avoid threatening design features when forced to look at aggressive anthropomorphic car fronts .
Participants
The sample included undergraduate and graduate students (N = 38), with a mean age of 26 .8 years and a standard deviation of 11 .1 years, including 12 females, who participated in the experiment for partial course credit . All participants had at least corrected-to-normal vision . The within-subject design used in this experiment allowed the use of a relatively small sample .
Stimuli
Car faces varied systematically in terms of: headlights (threatening vs friendly; the eyes of a human face); a lower air vent (threatening vs friendly; the mouth) and side air vents (threatening vs friendly; the cheeks) for a set of eight car fronts . Research employing schematic faces provided guidance for creating the car stimuli (Lundqvist et al. 2004 ) . The emotion evoked by the features was assessed in a pretest and could be confirmed for the headlight design and the lower air vent design . Figure 1 provides two examples of completely threatening and completely friendly car faces .
Procedure
In the main experiment using a within-subject design, each image from the picture set was presented to participants in a random order . Each car image was shown for 10 seconds and participants rated each picture on several scales directly after viewing . Before starting the experiment, participants were acclimated to the eye tracker and a standard calibration procedure was carried out .
For the collection of eye tracking data, a Tobii X120 standalone eye tracking unit was used . The unit captured the data with an accuracy of 0 .5° at a sampling rate of 120 Hertz . Stimuli were presented on 19-inch Samsung SyncMaster 913TM with a screen resolution of 1,280 × 1,024 pixels . Each picture covered 63% of the screen's width and 52% of the height of the screen, so that the car faces resembled real car fronts seen from a distance of approximately 5 .5 metres . Participants were seated about 55 centimetres away from the screen . Head movements were allowed in a box with a side length of roughly 30 centimetres .
In a within-subject design, eye tracking data for all participants were recorded for each of the stimuli (which occurred in a randomised order) . Trials were indicated with trigger signals in the data output; if 20% or more of the data points were missing, participants were excluded, as were participants who had more than 200 missing data points in a row . Overall, nine data sets were excluded (final sample, N = 29 participants) .
Calculation and parameters for the spatiotemporal scan statistics
Raw data for all participants, including tracking coordinates (x, y) every 8 .3 milliseconds over the total time interval of 10 seconds, were combined for each experimental condition . To reduce the calculation time for the scan statistic, a spatiotemporal grid (with a resolution of 320 squares, in time steps of 200 milliseconds) was extended over the data structure, and gaze frequencies were calculated for each of the grid points . In order to calculate the scan statistic based on a Bernoulli model, cases and controls needed to be defined . Specifically, all conditions containing a certain variant (e .g . a non-threatening headlight) were merged and treated as cases, whereas all of the other conditions (e .g . with a threatening headlight) were merged and treated as controls . The scan statistic was calculated using SaTScan (v9 .0 Martin Kulldorff) with a space-time retrospective analysis being performed using the Bernoulli model as a discrete scan statistic . The statistical test was set to scan for high and low rates, and clusters which expanded over the whole time span were allowed . In all other aspects, the default settings of the software were used . Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the data aggregation process and scan procedure . In the current research, clusters with the largest likelihoods are reported first . To reduce the complexity of the output and to take into account the physical constraints of human vision, two reporting criteria were employed . First, no clusters are reported that have centres in other clusters; this situation may arise since the scanning window automatically tests for different positions and window sizes, which could result in smaller significant clusters within bigger regions of significance . Second, cluster sizes were restricted to approximately 5° of the human visual field . Besides the most likely (or primary) clusters, several secondary clusters were also identified . Only those with the absolute largest difference in gaze density between two tested conditions are considered herein since these regions are of elevated practical interest, as this indicates regions on the stimulus surface, where participants look often in one condition and only rarely in the other .
For visual reporting purposes, the most likely clusters are reported with spatial coordinates of circles defined through x, y and radius r . Moreover, the time frame of the cluster (ranging from 0 to 10 seconds) is reported, as well as the number of total gaze points in a particular cluster across all conditions . In terms of metrics, relative risk (RR) indicates whether in the case conditions there are more (indicated when RR > 1) or fewer (indicated when RR < 1) points likely to be observed in a particular region . The log likelihood ratio (LLR) is also reported . In the plots, clusters are drawn with the identified circle parameters . Clusters with RR > 1 are marked with a '+' in their centre and clusters with RR < 1 are marked with a '-' . The transparency of a cluster was defined by the absolute value of the difference between the number of expected cases and the observed number of cases in a cluster .
Results
ROI analysis
Two sets of ROIs were defined: a set with a narrow definition, where ROI-rectangles were drawn as closely around the car features as possible, and a set with a wider definition, where ROI-rectangles were twice the Note: eye-tracking data for all stimuli were collected for each of the participants in a within-subject design. Data were grouped with respect to a particular design feature, and divided into 'case' and 'non-case' observations. By moving a scanning window (systematically varying in size) across the data plane, the spatiotemporal scan statistic identi es signi cant clusters on the base of the case to non-case ratio. In the graph, grouping for the comparison 'threatening headlights against non-threatening headlights' is shown (other grouping procedures were performed in an analogous fashion).
size as the previous but did not overlap (see Figure 3 and Table 3 ) . ROIs for the left and right headlights were conjoined for analysis as these can be considered as a single unit of design . For the calculation of fixations, the inbuilt Tobii fixation filter was used with a fixation radius of 35 pixels (see Lamm et al. 2010) .
As typically done, a series of ANOVAs was calculated for each ROI . For each model, the stimulus features (i .e . headlight, side air vents or lower air vents) served as the independent variables . The total fixation duration (TFD) for each feature served as the single dependent variable for each of the ANOVA models . For the wider ROI definition, in the ROI of the enlarged headlight region, there were significant main effects for the headlight design [F(1,28) = 7 .219, p = 0 .012] and the side air vents design [F(1,28) = 11 .229, p = 0 .002] . In particular, threatening headlights led to shorter fixation durations, while the threatening side air vents led to longer fixation durations . Other effects did not reach significance (ps > 0 .370) . The design of the side air vents had a significant effect on the enlarged lower air vent region, with the threatening design lowering the TFD [F(1,28) = 10 .476, p = 0 .003] . All of the other variants had no significant effect (ps > 0 .159), and particularly, no direct effect of the lower air vents design could be observed . For the narrow ROI definition, the directions of the reported effects were similar to the wider ROI definition . Thus, the directions are not reported . A significant effect of the side air vents design was found on the TFD in the headlight region [F(1,28) = 8 .951, p = 0 .006], whereas the other design variations did not display a significant effect (ps > 0 .136) . Regarding the lower air vent region, a significant effect of the side air vent design was found [F(1,28) = 7 .567, p = 0 .010], and the other variants did not reach significance (ps > 0 .130) .
Spatiotemporal scan statistics
Comparing all threatening headlight conditions against the non-threatening headlight conditions, a most likely cluster was identified located on the right headlight ( Comparing conditions with a threatening lower air vent (or mouth), the most likely cluster was detected close to the centre of the lower air vent (x = 608, y = 544, r = 90 .51, time frame = 5-10 s; population = 13549; RR = 0 .81; LLR = 238 .149; p = 0 .001) . The secondary cluster with the highest population was found on the grill (x = 672, y = 416, r = 64 .00, time frame = 5-10 s; population = 9,177; RR = 1 .22; LLR = 208 .383; p = 0 .001) .
Comparison of ROI analysis and spatiotemporal scan statistics
As expected, the narrow ROI definition led to fewer and less significant results, in comparison to a wider definition . The only direct effect of a feature on the corresponding ROIs was observed in the wide ROI condition, where threatening headlights resulted in a lower total fixation time . This finding corresponds with theoretical assumptions based on processing speed and avoidance of threatening stimuli (e .g . Rinck & Becker 2006 ), but differences between ROI definitions illustrate the vulnerability of ROI-based analyses .
While general results from the ROI analysis were confirmed with scan statistics, important differences emerged . For example, by comparing the threatening headlight conditions with all other conditions, a cluster on the right headlight was identified with the scan statistics that was looked at less often across the entire timeframe . The situation was less clear for the left headlight, where both a small, less-fixated cluster as well as a larger, more-fixated cluster were observed . Both clusters are clearly in the vicinity of the headlight and in part overlapping with the ROI definitions for the left headlight . Moreover, as indicated by the transparency in Figure 4 , the absolute value of gaze differences is largely smaller in these two secondary clusters . This demonstrates that treating the headlights as a single ROI, while theoretically reasonable, might not be adequate for the ongoing gaze processes, a finding that easily would have been missed by relying on ROI analysis . Moreover, this serves as an example of a possible subregion bias that could have affected findings in the ROI analysis and would not have been discovered by the classical method .
The ROI finding that the threatening design of the lower air vent exerted no visual effect needed to be revised based upon the results of the scan statistic . In fact, the spatiotemporal scan identified a most likely cluster with fewer gaze points (than expected as compared to control conditions) directed to the mouth region of the car face in the second half of the time interval . The cluster was positioned in the centre of the feature . The ROI analysis would have led to a fundamentally different interpretation since observed effects overlapped with portions of the stimulus that did not show the effect, and thus these regions added noise to the statistical comparison . Again, one can conclude that this threatening feature design led to fewer gazes, which in turn supports the initial findings concerning the processing of threatening features .
Overall, the spatiotemporal scan analysis provided a more precise description of the gaze pattern and thereby extends findings from ROI analysis . In addition, it should be noted that the advantages of eye tracking data analysis with the spatiotemporal scan statistic directly address the weaknesses ascribed to ROI-based analyses, as will be pointed out in more detail in the discussion .
Discussion
In the current research, we introduced and tested a novel method for analysing eye tracking data via spatiotemporal scan statistics . The new method, which has not been applied to eye tracking data previously, not only identified statistically distinct clusters that were suitable for hypothesis testing, but also enabled an unbiased exploratory look at complex eye tracking data . While several limitations exist for classical eye tracking methods based on the definition of ROIs, these problems do not occur with spatiotemporal scan analysis . In our study, results derived from the ROI analysis were at least partially confirmed by the new method, but clear differences emerged with greater details emerging from the scan statistic .
Benefits of spatiotemporal scan statistics
The advantages of our approach relate to the critique raised earlier about ROI-based analysis . Regarding the first concern, the existence of subregions within an ROI does not directly affect the statistical extractions of differing gaze clusters with the scan analysis, while it may distort ROI-based statistics . This situation is clearly illustrated in our research . Moreover, with the exception of extraction parameters in the scan procedure (which can easily be reported and replicated), the scan statistic does not rely on any subjective judgements of the researcher (as does the ROI method) and therefore could lead to more standardised procedures .
In terms of the second ROI limitation (i .e . the perception of non-fixated objects), scan statistics are clearly able to indicate if gaze differences occurred in the vicinity of a feature of interest . While object perception with no recorded gaze points at all is likely to be a problem for any eye tracking method, the identification of nearby gaze differences using scan statistics can clearly help resolve identification problems related to the visual field of acuity . Indeed, certain research questions could be assessed in this way by looking for gaze clusters at a certain distance from the 'to-be-perceived' object, which would obviously exceed the possibilities of ROI-based analysis .
Regarding the third concern, scan statistics can be implemented to visualise complex eye tracking data in a comprehensive manner . Such an approach allows researchers to gain insight into participants' gaze behaviour beyond what would be typically hypothesised and operationalised with ROIs . In our example, this idea proved useful when examining the design features of the automobile's side air vent . Eye tracking data analysed via scan statistics allows researchers to identify important gaze differences that may not have been proposed to exist a priori . Unlike heatmaps, which have initially been proposed to plot 'what the viewer actually did see', the new method provides a statistical criterion for what was observed .
Finally, the new method provides several additional advantages over ROI-based methods . In particular, spatiotemporal scan analyses provide (in a single procedure) information about several positions within a stimulus wherein significant clusters can be found; ROI-based analyses can accomplish such a task only by calculating multiple ANOVAs (with adjustments for alpha inflation) . On a similar note, the new procedure not only incorporates spatial dimensions, but also considers the timeline of the gaze data -a dimension that would otherwise require separate statistical testing .
Implications for product design
Consistent with theoretical expectations, threatening features are looked at less often when compared to non-threatening features in the long term . This finding not only supports previous literature on biological preparedness (see Öhman et al . 2001; Rinck & Becker 2006) , but also shows that these evolutionary mechanisms can be triggered by anthropomorphic product design as reflected by eye tracking methods . Overall, anthropomorphic product design is capable of eliciting specific viewer reactions, as was demonstrated in our study regarding the effect of threatening car faces on viewers' gaze patterns . Product designers, as well as advertisers, should be aware of this and comparable mechanisms, as the success of certain products might be impacted by their ability to capture viewers' attention . Future research might address how mechanisms of biological preparedness relate to anthropomorphic product design and how these mechanisms can be effectively employed on a market scale .
Limitations and future research
The use of spatiotemporal scan statistics on eye tracking data is new, so several aspects of this method could use additional research to improve the tool's application . As with any approach driven by exploration (e .g . searching for gaze clusters on a stimulus surface that correlate with the measured customer variables), findings may lead to spurious correlations and caution should be exercised (a thorough discussion of this issue regarding fMRI data is provided by Vul et al . (2009) ) . As a consequence, implementation of scan statistics (at least for academic theory testing) should be hypothesis driven and based on solid research expectations of where to look for significant gaze clusters . This point is illustrated in the current research, where we plotted theoretically defined ROIs into the plots to guide interpretation derived from the scan analysis .
Future research could implement the proposed scan statistic in other marketing research applications . This eye tracking method may be especially useful for research on product labels, package design or feature composition, where an experimental approach (similar to the one used in this research) could be implemented . In particular, scan statistics would prove useful where gaze patterns, as well as gaze counts, change over space and time in response to subtle changes in stimuli . For example, packaging and shelf placement could be examined by studying the impact of low-level pictorial features (e .g . luminance and contrast) on attention capture and direction of gaze . Finally, the new method could be extended to other experimental designs, where viewers themselves decide on the fixation duration of the stimulus, or where the stimulus itself is dynamic rather than static .
Summary
In summary, the current work helps move us closer to answering the age-old question: 'What does the viewer really see?' This question initially led Pomplun et al . (1996) to the development of heatmaps, and now has motivated the current work on scan statistics, which can provide statistically reliable results . The use of spatiotemporal scan statistics is not only attractive to academic research in marketing, as it provides a method capable of countering many weaknesses of ROI-based analysis, it is also capable of improving practitioners' work in the field of marketing -a field where the use of heatmaps is widespread . in 2000 . His primary research interests include market-orientated product design, pricing, behavioural economics and brand management . Andreas Herrmann has published 15 books and more than 250 scientific papers and articles in leading international journals such as the Journal of Marketing, the Journal of Marketing Research and Marketing Science .
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